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Dense subgraph discovery
• Measure of connectedness on edges
– # edge / # all possible
• |E| / (|V| choose 2), 1.0 for a clique

• Globally sparse, locally dense
– |E| << |V|2, but vertex neighborhoods are dense
• High clustering coefficients – density of the neighbor graph

• Many nontrivial subgraphs with high density
– And relations among them

• Not clustering: Absolute vs. relative density
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What about other graph types?
Bipartite networks?

• Author-paper, word-document, actor-movie…
– Bipartite in nature, no triangle

• Usually project bipartite to unipartite
– Author-paper à Co-authorship

– |E| explodes! Information lost (even for weighted)! 

• Find dense regions directly on bipartite graph!

graph in bipartite networks. They used yet another defini-
tion of density which considers the number of (p, q)-bicliques
over all possible ones, and find the densest subgraph accord-
ingly. Our algorithms do not focus on finding only a single
subgraph that is perfectly dense. Instead, main motivation
is to find a detailed hierarchy that consists of many dense
subgraphs.

Bipartite community detection: Literature is quite
rich on community detection for unipartite networks. Cer-
tain metrics are adapted for bipartite networks to find high
quality communities. Guimera et al. [25] refined the modu-
larity, inspired from Newman’s influential paper [41]. Barber
and Clark [8] adapted the label propagation algorithm for
bipartite networks to optimize the modularity, which has
linear complexity in the number of edges, but gives com-
munities with moderate quality. On a related direction,
Larremore et al. [30] proposed a bipartite stochastic block
model for community detection in bipartite networks, which
needs the resulting number of communities a priori. More
information can be found in [5] where Alzahrani and Ho-
radam survey the community detection works on bipartite
networks. Main di↵erence of our work is that we do not
optimize any metric to find the best region. Our peeling al-
gorithms are deterministic, provide many dense subgraphs
with hierarchical relations, and only take the graph as input.

Peeling on bipartite networks: There have been some
attempts to adapt peeling algorithms or k-core [47] like sub-
graphs to the bipartite networks. Cerinsek and Batagelj [15]
adapted the generalized core idea [9] to bipartite networks.
They define the (p, q)-core with monotonic f and g functions
as a maximal union of the set of vertices u 2 U s.t. f(u) � p
and v 2 V s.t. g(v) � q. However, their definition is not
suitable to construct a hierarchy among (p, q)-cores since
it is not clear how to define comparison function for (p, q)
pairs. Another related work is done by Li et al. [34] where
they adapt the k-truss like definition for bipartite networks.
They insert artificial edges between vertex pairs that are
in the same side and sharing a neighbor. Then they apply
peeling algorithm on those artificial edges and their triangle
counts. This is actually identical to creating the projection,
and applying the k-truss decomposition using the triangle
counts [17].

6. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate our algorithms and existing previous alterna-
tives on di↵erent kinds of real-world bipartite networks, ob-
tained from SNAP [32] and ICON [2]. condmat is the author-
paper network for the arXiv preprints in condensed mat-
ter physics between 1995 and 1999 [40]. dbconf is another
author-paper network that we constructed with the papers
and the authors from three top database conferences; VLDB,
SIGMOD, and ICDE [33]. github is the network between
users and repositories in the GitHub, released in the 2009
GitHub Contest [16]. marvel is occurrence relations between
the Marvel characters and the comic books [4]. IMDb links
actors and the movies they played in [1], and lastfm is the
network of users and the artists they listened in Last.fm on-
line music system [13]. Table 1 gives some important statis-
tics. In second to fourth columns, we show the number of
primary vertices, secondary vertices, and edges in each net-
work. We assume that the primary vertices are the ones

Table 1: Statistics for the real-world graphs.

network |U | |V | |E| |Ep| | | |4p|
condmat 16.7K 22.0K 58.6K 95.1K 70.5K 68.0K
dbconf 11.2K 8.9K 30.7K 84.8K 34.6K 95.7K
github 56.6K 123.3K 440.2K 44.5M 50.9M 962.6M
marvel 6.5K 12.9K 96.7K 336.5K 10.7M 3.3M
IMDB 1, 2M 419.7K 5.6M 157.5M 42.5M 312.1M
lastfm 2.1K 18.7K 92.8K 2.0M 13.4M 296.1M

that drive the connections. In the fifth column, number of
edges in the projected graph (Ep) with respect to the pri-
mary vertices are given (Definition 1). Last two columns
show the butterfly ( ) counts in each bipartite network and
the triangle (4p) counts in the projected unipartite graph.
Algorithms are implemented in C++ and compiled using
gcc 5.2.0 at -O2 optimization level. All experiments are per-
formed on a Linux operating system running on a machine
with Intel Xeon Haswell E5-2698 2.30 GHz processor with
128 GB of RAM.
We compared the TipDecomposition (Algorithm 1) and

WingDecomposition (Algorithm 2) with the previous works
that find many dense subgraphs with an hierarchy on the bi-
partite graph or its unipartite (un)weighted projection:

• For the unweighted projection, we use two nucleus
decomposition algorithms which find the k-cores and
(2, 3)-nuclei (Definition 3 and 4). (2, 3)-nuclei has been
shown to be quite e↵ective to find dense regions [28,
46] with hierarchical relations.

• On the weighted projection, we find the fractional
k-cores [21]. It is the only peeling adaptation for weighted
networks, to the best of our knowledge.

• Regarding the bipartite data, Li et al. [34] proposed a
k-truss adaptation for bipartite networks, as explained
in the last part of previous section. Although the focus
is on the bipartite connections, their algorithm relies
on inserting edges between the vertices in the same set,
and compute the k-trusses on those new edges and new
triangles, which is essentially same as the (2, 3) nucleus
decomposition.

We report the bipartite subgraphs by their sizes in pri-
mary and secondary vertex sets, and the edge density, i.e.

|E|
|U|.|V | . For the nucleus decomposition and fractional k-core

algorithms, we find the nuclei/cores in the unipartite graph
(Gp), and then report the induced bipartite subgraphs using
(primary) vertices in those nuclei/cores.
We first compare the dense subgraph profiles, then intro-

duce some use cases that highlight some interesting findings
in the dbconf network, and finish by checking the runtime
results.

6.1 Dense subgraph profiles
We compare the size and density of bipartite subgraphs ob-
tained by k-wings, k-tips, k-cores, (2, 3)-nuclei, and frac-
tional k-cores. Figures 6 (condmat), 7 (dbconf), 8 (github),
9 (marvel), and also 1 (IMDb) (in Section 1) summarize the
results with informational captions where each dot is a bipar-
tite subgraph with at least 0.1 density and at most 10,000
vertices in either side. Primary and secondary vertex set
sizes are given on the x- and y-axis, respectively, and the
density is color coded. We omit the results for k-cores since
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What is the “triangle” in bipartite realm?
• Focus on the smallest non-trivial structure

– (2, 2)-biclique, or butterfly

• Vertex-butterfly, edge-butterfly relations
– k-tip: Each vertex participates in ≥ k butterflies
– k-wing: Each edge participates in ≥ k butterflies

• Can overlap

• Peeling works here as well
– Consider bipartite graph
– Vertices (edges) & butterflies
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Applications
• Amazon Kindle dataset (users rate books)

• 38 books on self-improvement
• 6 on relationship guidance + 20 on healthy lifestyle + 10 on stocks and dogs

• Author-paper relations at top DB conferences
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Motif-driven dense subgraphs in 
heterogeneous networks

• Real-world networks have rich structure
– Directed edges
– Node and edge attributes

• Categorical (gender, sign), numeric (weight)
– Spectrum of motifs is larger

• Given a motif M, how to find subgraphs with many M?
6
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Nucleus decomposition on motifs!
• Can be modeled in nucleus decomposition framework
– Create a bipartite graph (U, V, E);

• U: Nodes (or edges), V: Motifs
• E: Node u (edge e) and motif M s.t. u (e) is a part of M

– k-quark: Connected and maximal sub-hypergraph with 
minimum degree of k
• Quark number is defined similarly for each node (or edge)
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Examples on EAT dataset
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• Word network of Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus 
– Directed (u, v) edges where word v comes to mind when people are shown word u as a stimulus 
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• Where is the vertex with the minimum degree?

• Inherently sequential
– Iterative processing
– Only fine-grained parallelism

• No local computation
• Densest parts not revealed until the end
– No sense of approximation, all or none

Peeling needs global graph information
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• Core numbers of neighbors

• h-index computation!
– h{3,4}=2 & h{2,2,4}=2
– Start from degrees, repeat until no change
– Degrees converge to core numbers [Lu et al.’16]

– Generalizable for nucleus decomposition
– Proofs for convergence bounds in the paper!

Any local clue to infer the core numbers?
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• Core numbers of neighbors

• h-index computation!
– h{3,4}=2 & h{2,2,4}=2
– Start from degrees, repeat until no change
– Degrees converge to core numbers [Lü et al.’16]

– Generalizable for nucleus decomposition
– Proofs for convergence bounds in the paper!

Any local clue to infer the core numbers?
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Example: Core numbers
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• Trivial bound is |𝑉| (for core decomposition)
– One vertex converges in each step

• Consider each iteration as removing all the vertices with 
the (equal) minimum degree
– # iterations is larger than core numbers
– Degree levels

Bounding the convergence
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• Yes! – Consider the bipartite representation
– An s-clique is as strong as its weakest r-clique

Is it generalizable for
any nucleus decomposition?
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• h-index computation on edges
• Initialized by the triangle counts
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• Step-by-step

• Each left node computes h-index of its neighbors
• Each right node is assigned the min. of its neighbors
– 𝐾! 𝑢 = 𝑑", 𝐾# 𝑢 = ℎ({𝑑$: 𝑣 ∈ 𝑁"})
– …
– 𝐾% 𝑢 = ℎ({𝐾%&# 𝑣 : 𝑣 ∈ 𝑁"}) = 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟
– 𝐾 values can only decrease

• Local computation!

Synchronous computation
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• Don’t have to use the values in previous step
• Use up-to-date values of neighbors, if any
– Synchronous: 𝐾! 𝑢 = ℎ(𝐾" 𝑣 , 𝐾" 𝑤 )
– Asynchronous: 𝐾! 𝑢 = ℎ(𝐾! 𝑣 , 𝐾! 𝑤 )
– h-index of lower values

• Faster convergence! 
– No need to store K values of previous step

• Further improvement via notifications
– A vertex is activated only if a neighbor is updated

Suitable for asynchronous computation

w

u

v
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• Graphs with >100M edges
• 99% similarity in first few iterations

– Approximation!
• Way smaller than the new theoretical bound
• Densest regions are found quickly

Quick convergence
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• No way to know when it’ll converge
– Ratio of active vertices is a good indicator!
– 40% ratio yields ~90% accuracies
– 10% ratio gives ~98%!

Trackable quality
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• Can explore different runtime/accuracy trade-offs!

• 3.83x speedup when jumped from 4 to 24 threads
– 4.8x and 4.7x for truss and (3,4)

Time/quality trade-offs & scalability
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